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 Support the increase of LVD standards cited in the OJEU

 Focus on processes, contents, requirements

Objectives of the webinar
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Introduction & Practicalities Ingrid Soetaert (CEN-CENELEC)
Opening of the webinar and aim of the session

Role of CEN-CLC/BTWG 143-1 ‘LVD and the legal framework’

Nadine Petermann (DKE - Convenor of 
CEN-CLC/BTWG 143-1)

HAS system

OJEU referencing

Federico Musso (European Commission, 
DG GROW/H.3)

Specificities of LVD Alexis Basiaux (European Commission, DG 
GROW/H.2)

Interaction between EC, EY, and TCs: process for successful harmonization

Preparing standards for citation in the OJEU 

Frédéric Mlanao (CEN-CENELEC)

Nooshin Amirifar (CEN-CENELEC)

Break
Safety related risk assessment and risk reduction for low voltage equipment Giovanni Cassinelli (Secretary CLC/TC 23E)
Normative references in standards Nuno Pargana (CEN-CENELEC)
Use conditions in standards Jos Remy (Convenor CEN-CLC/BTWG 15 

‘Reasonably foreseeable use’)

Conclusions and way forward Ingrid Soetaert (CEN-CENELEC)
Closing Constant Kohler (CEN-CENELEC)

Today’s programme
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 The objective of this BTWG is 
o to address horizontal issues in relation to standardization surrounding LVD 

Directive 2014/35/EU and its possible review

o To offer a platform to prepare and mirror the LVD working party and LVD ADCO

o Coordinate on matters related to LVD work programme regarding its assessment 
and acceptance for citation in the OJEU

o Maintain the CENELEC Guide 32 Guidelines for Safety Related Risk Assessment 
and Risk Reduction for Low Voltage Equipment

 Members are nominated experts from NCs, CENELEC, IEC TBs
affected by LVD and CENELEC partner organizations

Introduction 
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 most standards 
supporting legislation 
are cited in OJEU under 
the LVD 

898 cited standards

Impact of BTWG 143-1 for CENELEC

 The overall objective is 
to adopt fully IEC 
standards that meet EC 
requirement

https://www.cencenelec.eu/stats/CEN_CENELEC_in_figures_quarter.htm
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Source: trueffelpix / stock.adobe.com

Nadine Petermann

 Provide advice on LVD issues e.g.
 discuss diverging ‘horizontal’ views between 

HAS Consultant and TC 
 issues on topics being cover or  excluded 

from LVD
 issues with non-citation/formal objections of 

hENs

 Provide trainings, guidance material, 
case studies

 TBs can share their expertise with 
the BTWG 143-1
 TBs have direct impact on input to the work 

of the LVD Working Party

The benefit for Technical Bodies
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www.cencenelec.eu 

Follow us: 

Tag us @standards4EU

Thank you for your attention!

https://www.facebook.com/CENCENELEC
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=ripf&trkInfo=AQG9Chc7r0vP3QAAAWvVwrXg60fjhi1NoWsiDK8bwv7Cwydt_k70_pg3GazQC2MsGmB4hPVAS5LByy1I3ovJYYRGbg2T2H3Q3iNGtIA_b92Xj5-KC4JFUwvHl5c6xo_5bISXgpk=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https://www.linkedin.com/company/cen-and-cenelec
https://www.youtube.com/user/CENCENELEC/featured
https://twitter.com/standards4EU


The process and the roles for the 
OJEU-citation of harmonised

standards

CEN-CENELEC’s Webinar
“Harmonised European standards under the 

Low Voltage Directive (LVD)”
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Regulation (EU) No 1025/2012 and James Elliott ruling of the 
EUCJ

• Compliance of standards drafted by ESOs must be assessed by COM jointly with ESOs 
(Art. 10(5) of Standardisation Regulation) with the standardisation request (mandate)

• The James Elliott judgment of 27.10.2016: harmonised standards are considered a 
measure of EU law after citation in OJEU. Since their development is entrusted to private 
organisations (the ESOs), it follows that this assignment must be a “controlled delegation” 
in which the Commission plays a fundamental role => Articles 10(1), 10(5) and 10(6) of 
the Regulation must be fully applied.



Previous system of consultants

• Previously, assessment of conformity was delegated to ESOs: COM paid full cost of New 
Approach Consultants (NAC), but they were contracted and managed by CEN/CENELEC. 
NACs went beyond assessment tasks, participating to the drafting work in the TCs.

• After Elliott ruling, COM services started to verify and assess conformity of standards 
themselves and often disagreed with the assessments of NACs => significant amount of 
standards not cited in the OJEU.



Introduction of the new system of HAS Consultants

• To comply with its legal obligation as per Art. 10(5) of the Regulation, COM needed 
technical assistance => decision to discontinue NAC system and replace it with a new 
system, directly managed by COM.

• The system of Harmonised Standards (HAS) Consultants replaced the NACs on 
01.04.2018. HAS Consultants to work closely with, and on behalf of, COM’s sectoral Units.

• Assessment of documents to be done according to criteria set by COM, on the basis of 
initial standardisation requests and legislation.



How the HAS Consultants system works

• COM and consultants must keep distance from drafting and from consensus building 
process of ESOs, and must be clear of conflicts of interest.

• Results of assessments are not binding for COM.

• The horizontal Standardisation Unit in DG GROW coordinates the HAS Consultants work 
and provides guidance and periodical trainings on horizontal aspects, to ensure 
consistency.

• Coordination on sector-specific elements is provided by COM’s sectoral Units, when 
necessary.



Main guidance documents for HAS Consultants

• GROW’s Standardisation Unit has developed the Assessment Report template.

• Main guidance documents: European Vademecum, OJ-Checklist from 2016, CEN-
CENELEC’s Internal Regulations Part 3, sectoral checklists (when existing), other training 
material (presentations, etc.)



Previous system of OJEU referencing

• Lists of harmonised standards providing presumption of 
conformity with the essential requirements of a specific 
Directive/Regulation were published in the C series of the OJEU, 
already in the form of a consolidated list.

• New standards were included in the list, and those standards that 
were meant to be withdrawn were simply no longer included.

• The act used to publish references was a Commission 
Communication; decision was decentralised (taken at sectorial 
Unit level)



Reasons for changing publication system

• The main reason for the new system lies in the jurisprudence of 
the EUCJ on harmonised standards

• In particular, the James Elliott ruling and the Global Garden ruling 
were relevant:
 James Elliott: harmonised standards, though voluntary, are 

“by their nature measures implementing or applying an act of 
EU law” once referenced in the OJEU

 Global Garden: important to have legal certainty when 
publishing and repealing references in the OJEU. To set starting 
and ending dates for the legal effect is exclusive competence of 
Commission



Commission Communication on Harmonised 
Standards

• In its Communication on harmonised standards COM(2018) 764 of 
22.11.2018, the Commission announced the review of its internal 
decision making process for publishing the references to 
harmonised standards in the OJEU.

• As of 1st December 2018, the publication of references to 
standards happens via Commission Implementing Decisions, 
adopted by written procedure by the College of Commissioners 
and published in the L series of the OJEU; the L series is used for 
legally binding acts (while the C series is used for information and 
communication).

• For legal legitimacy, the adoption of these Decisions is no longer 
decentralized within COM. All adopted Decisions are published in 
DG GROW’s web-site, and are available in all languages.



Publication Decisions under the new system

• In the Decisions, there are different Annexes for publication, 
publication with restriction and withdrawal. In several sectors, 
only new standards (or withdrawn standards) are listed: no 
consolidated lists annexed to the Decisions (in some other sectors 
we are moving towards consolidated lists annexed to the 
Decisions)

• For publication Decisions which do not contain a consolidated list, 
DG GROW publishes summary lists on its web-site 
(https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-
standards/harmonised-standards_en) after each publication

• To increase user-friendliness, the summary lists are provided in 
two formats, .pdf and .xls



Overview of publication in the L series of the OJEU

• In 2018: 1 publication Decision (1 new reference)
• In 2019: 15 publication Decisions (157 new references in total)
• In 2020: 19 publication Decisions (215 new references in total)
• In 2021 (so far): 27 publication Decisions (214 new references in total) – 8 more 

publication Decisions (including for LVD) currently in the pipeline for adoption, for a total 
of 87 new references

• Overall speed of publication is steadily improving

• Backlog of pending standards fully cancelled in almost all sectors (exceptions: GPSD, Eco-
design)



Date of withdrawal of references to standards 
from the OJEU

• The Global Garden ruling has confirmed that it is COM’s exclusive 
competence to terminate the legal effect of harmonised standards 
by withdrawing the references from the OJEU

• In the new publication Decisions, a specific annex lists the 
withdrawn references and the respective withdrawal dates

• Date of withdrawal from the OJEU has nothing to do with the DoW
set in the superseding standard => no automatic alignment 
between the two dates

• As a default date of withdrawal from OJEU, COM intends to use 
the 18 months transition period normally used for legislation -
motivated exceptions (longer or shorter periods) are possible



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

Federico Musso
European Commission

DG GROW/H.3 (the Standards Policy Unit)
E-mail: Federico.MUSSO@ec.europa.eu
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Outcome of the Evaluation (1)

• Effectiveness
• Internal market and Health & Safety

• Facilitate trade within EU
• Harmonised Standards are useful tools for compliance and market access

• Room for improvement: Market Surveillance (including enforcement for e-
commerce), Conformity assessment procedures for riskier products.

• Efficiency
• The Directive is regarded as efficient with benefits outweighing the costs.
• Room for improvement: costs for marking and documentation, and standards



Outcome of the Evaluation (2)

• Relevance
• Safety objective met (as it is a key issue for the competitiveness
• Helps prevent diverging regulations between MS
• RED  reduction of LVD Scope
• No clear indication of the benefits to remove the lower voltage limits

• Coherence
• Interplay with RED and MD  coming from other Directives (not from LVD)
• New Machinery Regulation provides clarity on the interplay with the LVD and the 

RED
• EU added value

• the impact of the Directive is more directly attributable to the activities of the 
standardisation bodies, market surveillance authorities and businesses that interpret 
and apply systems and processes that support and enable the Directive



Conclusion

• The Directive is relevant, effective, efficient, coherent, and has EU 
added value. 

• Specific improvements have been identified to make the directive 
future proved, which are mainly outside the remit of the LVD (e.g. 
market surveillance).

• No revision for the moment.



LVD Guidelines

• Guidelines are not a legal text.
• Gives explanation on various elements of the directive and its 

application.
• COM drafted the guidelines in collaboration with stakeholders such as 

national authorities, industry bodies and standardisation bodies.
• For the time being the guidelines are not intended to be updated.



Publications of standards

• Latest publication
• 22 June 2021 OJ L 222/40: Commission Implementing Decision 2021/1015 

amending Implementing Decision 2019/1956
• Covered Q3 2020

• Next publication
• XX YYYY ZZZZ OJ L XXX/XX: Commission Implementing Decision ZZZZ/XXXX 

amending Implementing Decision 2019/1956
• It will cover standards proposed in Q4 2020, Q1 2021 and Q2 2021.

• Q3 2021 batch of proposed standards was received 28 October 2021
• COM Assessment is ongoing



Findings on Non-Compliance

• Annex ZA – undated, misdated or missing references
• Annex ZZ – missing or too generalistic (improvements have been seen 

in this regard)
• Standards that apply to other mandates/directives

• If standards have received a negative assessment for which the comments 
were not addressed by CCMC and a positive assessment under LVD. (most 
recent examples with EMCD)

• Proposal for publication of part 2 standard refering to a part 1 which 
has received a non-compliance assessment.



Some insight

• Annex ZA
• Dated and up-to-date normative references shall clearly be identified in the ZA 

annex.
• Annex ZZ

• The parts of the standard related to the essential requirements of the LVD shall 
clearly be identified in the ZZ annex (in accordance with the agreed template).

• Risk Assessment
• Draws the link between the safety aspects (related to low voltage equipment) 

identified by the CEN guide and their coverage within the standards assessed. Allows 
to identify potential gaps.

• Checklist
• The existing documents in the hand of ESOs are enough to draft compliant 

standards: the Vademecum, the blue guide, the IR3, the COM email dated 2018, the 
CEN guide 32, and the requirements engineering.



Thank you
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The harmonization procedure
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Standards development process

36

Harmonized standards (hEN) are developed in the same way as any 
other EN in CENELEC – but with additional considerations:

Mandatory for hEN: 
All harmonized standards shall include an informative Annex ZZ (CENELEC), 
demonstrating the relationship between the clauses of the standard and the 
regulatory requirements.
For standards developed under the Frankfurt Agreement, a normative Annex ZA 
‘normative references’ shall be included as well.

 Consultant assessments: 
The HAS consultants assess the compliance of a standard with directive’s (and 
standardization request) requirements, via communicating with and delivering 
assessments to the TCs - they work on behalf of the EC. 

‘Compliant assessment’ on EN is needed to have the EN “offered” (by CEN-CENELEC) to the 
European Commission and then cited in the OJEU (European Commission decision)!

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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Standards development process

37

Fo
r  

hE
N

HAS 
Contractor

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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1st Working 
Draft Enquiry Formal Vote Publication

Assessment request

38

When can assessment be requested?

At any of above stages assessment can be requested.
However, only 1 assessment per stage !

Optional 
(upon TC’s request)

Exceptional
If needed

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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Assessment request: EN IEC under FA

 CD : upon TC request

 // CDV : when CDV notification received (with standard text), CCMC asks 
EU elements to TC. Assessment requested before CDV/Enquiry starts.

 // FDIS : when FDIS notification received, CCMC asks EU elements to TC. 
Assessment requested before FDIS/Formal Vote starts.

 PUB : exceptional, in case of need

39

When the assessment should be requested by CCMC ?

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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Assessment request: Homegrown EN

 FWD : upon TC request

 ENQ : assessment requested when translation starts.

 FV : assessment requested when translation starts. Report shall be 
available when FV starts. FV starts only if compliant assessment.

40

When the assessment should be requested by CCMC ?

*
b= editing
c= translation
25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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Assessment requests: EN IEC under FA
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1st Working Draft

Enquiry 

Formal Vote

Publication

What TC needs to deliver to CCMC?

 Informative Annex ZZ
 Normative Annex ZA (CCMC can deliver a draft – but formally under TC responsibility)
 Risk Assessment 
 Recommendation to include responses to the Consultant’s comments at 1st Working 

Draft

 Informative Annex ZZ (send the Annex again to CCMC, even if unchanged!)
 Normative Annex ZA (send the Annex again to CCMC, even if unchanged!)
 Risk Assessment (send the Annex again to CCMC, even if unchanged!)
 Responses to the Consultants’ comments received at Enquiry

 Informative Annex ZZ 
 Normative Annex ZA 
 Risk Assessment 
 Responses to the Consultants’ comments received at Formal Vote

 Draft standard (e.g. IEC CD - not in CCMC possession: TC to provide it)
 Risk assessment
 Informative Annex ZZ (however not mandatory at this stage) 

Formal 
assessment

Formal 
assessment

Optional 
assessment

Exceptional, 
only when 
needed

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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Assessment results

42

Communicate with HAS consultant?

 The TC can contact directly the HAS consultant (via email) before and/or 
after the assessment is delivered for further discussions 

 Exception: for meetings with the duration > 4 hours, TC secretary or PM 
shall make the request using the link www.ey.com/be/HASmeetingrequests.

 Since April 2021, the communication with HAS consultant is temporarily 
suspended by the EC

 EC is looking for solutions to resume the normal communication process

Always inform 
your CCMC 

PM!

 5 weeks maximum after notification to HAS Contractor 
 Results are uploaded on LiveLink available to TC secretaries

Duration of assessment process 

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar
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Citation of a harmonized standard in the OJEU

Annexes: 
TC to provide additional 
European elements

HAS Assessment:
Ensuring the standard 
complies to the Safety 
Objectives of LVD

Final decision:
EC’s decision to cite the 
standard in the OJEU

Offering to EC:
Only if positively assessed, 
CCMC offers the standard to 
EC for citation

hEN standard 
developed in the 

support of 
legislation 

Standard cited 
in the OJEU

Procedure overview

25 November 2021
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Post-assessment  
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Key points!

45

 Start the process as early as possible!
i.e. with the assessment request of the first working draft: the consultant would flag 
compliance issues early in the process

 Systematically provide feedback!
TC shall provide feedback by responding, in writing, to the HAS consultant’s comments 
(column: observations from the secretariat)

 Communication is the key!
 Ensure communication flows between CLC/TC (interaction with the HAS 

consultants) and IEC/TC (writing the standard)
 Ensure communication flows with HAS Consultant: After the submission of the 

assessment by CCMC, TCs are encouraged to engage with HAS consultants

Principles for a successful assessment

Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 25 November 2021
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Negative FV assessment (EN IEC)
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FV not 
compliant

PUB 
assessment

EN not 
offered

PUB 
compliant EN offered

PUB not
compliant

Update needed only
in Annex ZZ/ZA

Update needed in 
prEN text

Resolved 
CRM

Not
resolved 
CRM

CRM*

*Comments Resolution Meeting
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19

26

19

11

Assessment outcome at last stage

Compliant

Compliant, with minor or limited number of changes not affecting compliance

Lack of compliance, minor or limited number of changes required

Lack of compliance, redrafting required

Overview of requests from July 2020 to 
November 2021

47

57,5

42,5

Compliance rate (%)

Compliant Lack of compliance

79,3

20,7

Compliance rate after resolution (%)

Compliant Lack of compliance

(*) data 
provided by EY

Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 25 November 2021
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Critical findings
 Template used by the HAS 

consultant in the formal 
Assessment Report

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 48
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Overview of critical findings (07/2020 to 
11/2021)

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 49

(*) data 
provided by EY
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16,88

22,73

21,43

16,23

18,83

12,99

9,74

24,69

Lack of compliance reason

Undated normative references

Incorrect normative references

Risk assessment missing or not
complete

Annex ZZ not sufficiently detailed

Annex ZZ not properly refering to
relevant ER

EN technical content not in line with ER

Absence of reproducible tests or
assessment methods

Other reason

Overview of critical findings (07/2020 to 
11/2021)

50

 Contribution to lack of  
compliance by importance 
order :
• Annex ZA (normative references)
• Annex ZZ
• Risk assessment

 Lower impact of critical 
findings related to standards 
text

Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 25 November 2021
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CENELEC BOSS updates
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CENELEC BOSS update
 New page on CENELEC 

BOSS for guidance on 
drafting harmonised EN 
IEC standards

25 November 2021 52

https://boss.cenelec.eu/fadel/pages/eniec/eniecforojeu/
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hEN checklist on CENELEC BOSS

 General checklist for 
harmonised standards 
available

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 53

https://boss.cenelec.eu/media/BOSS%20CENELEC/formtemp/checklist_hens.docx
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Matrix of responsibilities

25 November 2021Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao / CEN-CENELEC LVD webinar 54

Guidance for TC and WG officers, WG experts 
developing harmonized EN IEC standards

NEW!!

 Describes in detail the task distribution at 
each stage of the standard development

 Focuses on harmonized EN IEC standards

 The document is approved by CEN-CLC 
Technical Boards

 Will be available on boss.cenelec.eu. 

https://boss.cenelec.eu/
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Follow us: 

Tag us @standards4EU

Thank you for your attention. Questions ?

Nooshin Amirifar & Frédéric Mlanao

https://www.facebook.com/CENCENELEC
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https://www.youtube.com/user/CENCENELEC/featured
https://twitter.com/standards4EU
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10 minutes
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Safety
 Reliability

 Efficiency

 Interoperability

 Environment

 Inclusiveness

Standards are about

59Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Safety first

60

 “Safe” is the state of being sufficiently  protected from recognized 
hazards that are likely to cause harm. 

 Some level of risk is inherent in products or systems.

An iterative structured process of risk assessment and risk 
reduction for each hazard is essential in achieving tolerable risk

 Issue
 For many standards, the process is implicitly applied but not documented
 Potential complexity of the process
 Not easy to apply for existing work
 Acceptance of the results

18 November 2021Giovanni Cassinelli
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Guidance for safety in standards

61

Basis: 

ISO/IEC GUIDE 51 - Safety aspects - Guidelines for their inclusion in standards

Completed by more specific Guides e.g. (non exhaustive)

ISO/IEC Guide 50 & CEN-CENELEC GUIDE 14 on Child Safety

IEC Guide 104 - safety publications and their use

IEC Guide 116 & CLC Guide 32 - Risk Assessment & Reduction LV Equipment

IEC Guide 110 on Safety for Home Control Systems incl .functional safety

IEC Guide 117 & CLC Guide 29 on Risk Assessment on burn from hot touchable surfaces 

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021

https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/11948
https://www.iso.org/standard/63937.html
ftp://ftp.cencenelec.eu/EN/EuropeanStandardization/Guides/14_CENCLCGuide14.pdf
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/65358
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/63780
ftp://ftp.cencenelec.eu/CENELEC/Guides/CLC/32_CENELECGuide32.pdf
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/7521
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/7526
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Overall strategy

62

Risk assessment in standards: a tool for harmonisation

 Scope: Determine the limits of the 
product, including intended use & 
reasonably foreseeable misuse 

 Identify the (relevant) hazards and 
associated hazardous situations

 Estimate the risk for each identified 
hazard and hazardous situation 

 Evaluate the risk and take decisions 
about the need for risk reduction 

 Eliminate the hazard or reduce the risk 
associated with the hazard

requirements

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Document the product

63

Risk assessment in standards: a tool for harmonisation

 The product
 Product description

 Relevant Standards, Technical specifications, Legislation

 Experience of use, accident/incident history

 Relevant ergonomic principles

 Limits of the product
 Use limits; 

intended use, reasonable foreseeable misuse, operating modes, interventions, consumer/commercial/industrial, users, training, 
experience

 Physical limits;
range of movement, power supply, intended lifetime, environmental, …

 Life Phases and related tasks
 e.g. transport, assembly,  commissioning, operation, cleaning, start-up, feeding, stopping.

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Use of the product

64

The standard shall be sufficiently clear on the use of the product considered in the standard:

 Intended use

 Reasonably foreseeable misuse

 Other factors to be considered
 Persons exposed/expected users
 Exposure type and duration and relationship to effects
 Human factors
 Suitability of protective measures & possibility of circumventing
 Ability to maintain the effectivity of protective measures

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Identify relevant hazards

65

Be very clear on which hazards are deemed ‘relevant’ 
and which of them are addressed in the standard.

Mechanical Crushing, shearing, cutting, drawing-in, trapping, entangling 
impact, stabbing, injection, abrasion, ....

Electrical Burns, electrocution, secondary chemical effects, ....
Thermal Burns, frostbite, scalds, ....
Noise Loss of hearing, awareness or balance; stress, ….
Vibration Stress, low back morbidity, traumata,...
Radiation Skin, tissue or eye damage. Genetic mutation, ...
Material / substance Poisoning, infections, explosions, cancer, … 
Ergonomic Discomfort, fatigue, stress, ...
Environment related Slipping, falling, suffocation, ....
Combinations Heat stroke, de-hydration, loss of awareness, ....

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Connecting dots: Annex ZA/ZZ

66

Relevant 
hazard

Essential 
requirement

Relevant clause
(requirements)

ANNEX 
ZA/ZZ

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Connecting dots: Annex ZA/ZZ
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Low Voltage Directive
CLC Guide 32 – CLC/TC 23E 

Safety 
Objective

Clause
(requirement)

Annex ZA/ZZ

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Example: EN 63024

68Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Example: Risk assessment

69Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Example: Risk assessment

70Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Example: Annex ZZ

71Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Connecting dots: Annex ZA/ZZ
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Refer to clauses with 
Requirements (SHALL)

Use the templates
Structure the standard

Risk Related
 Simple
 Logical

Apply Guidance & 
Document

Refer to clauses ‘Scope’, 
‘Definitions’, ‘Normative 
references’

Use general statements
Try to fix problems through 

the annex ZA/ZZ

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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KEY POINTS

73

1) Lean on the Guidance – ISO/IEC Guide 51 is the basis

2) A systematic approach is key – Seek sectoral coherence

3) Be inclusive regarding the stakeholders in the process

4) Keep it simple

5) Document the drafting of the standard, Risk Assessment is part of 
that documentation

Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021

https://www.iso.org/standard/53940.html
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Thank you

74Giovanni Cassinelli 18 November 2021
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Content

762021-11-18

1. Normative references: general guidance
2. Normative references in hENs: EC requirements

Nuno Pargana
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CEN-CENELEC IR-3: rules for normative 
references

772021-10-18

Internal Regulations Part 3 (IR-3)

‘Principles and rules for the structure and 
drafting of CEN and CENELEC documents 
(ISO/IEC Directives — Part 2:2018, 
modified)’

https://boss.cen.eu/media/5mfdhtrk/ir3_e.pdf
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Clause 2 ‘Normative references’

782021-10-18

 IR-3 Clause 15: Normative references clause

 Clause 2 ‘Normative references’ lists documents which are cited in the body 
of the standard in such a way that some or all of its content constitutes 
requirements of the document 

 Clause 2 is mandatory, but

 Informative: a source of reference for the convenience of the user

 IR-3 Clause 10: Referencing

 Permitted referenced documents

 Undated and dated references

Nuno Pargana 2021-11-18
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Normative references // IEC

792021-11-18

 When developing standards in parallel with IEC 
 Normative references to international publications 
with their corresponding European publications (For 
CENELEC only) are listed under Annex ZA (IR-3 
Clause ZB.3)

 Annex ZA: 

 Normative

 Replaces references in body of standard

 Use template

 Basic rule: if not dated in IEC version  should 
not be dated in EN IEC version since it is pure 
adoption with no modification 

Nuno Pargana
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Normative references – Annex ZA template

802021-11-18Nuno Pargana
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Normative references & legislation

812021-11-18

EC position on normative references

 Normative references form an integral part of hENs 
normative references should be dated

 Undated normative references creates dynamic 
reference  difficult for EC to control its continued 
suitability to give presumption of conformity

Nuno Pargana
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Normative references and HAS assessments

822021-11-18
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Guidance on normative references in hENs

832021-11-18

Is the normative reference included in clauses of 
hEN giving presumption of conformity? 

YES  EC requirements 
and IR-3 apply

NO  IR-3 applies

Nuno Pargana
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Guidance on normative references in hENs

842021-10-18

 Homegrown standards: normative references should be dated in 
Clause 2 and in body of standard
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Guidance on normative references in hENs

852021-11-18

 EN IEC standards: normative references shall be dated through 
Annex ZA
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Guidance on normative references in hENs

862021-11-18

 EN IEC standards: normative references shall be dated through 
Annex ZA

Example of HAS comment:

Nuno Pargana
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Guidance on normative references in hENs

872021-11-18

 Normative references can be hENs or non-hENs
 Normative references should be: 

 dated 

 active 

 published when hEN is adopted

 Vademecum Part 3 (section 2.8.3): guidance on the use of 
normative references in hEN  Reference document for EC

 Don’t: use normative references that are outdated/withdrawn; non-
publicly available documents; draft standards; etc

Nuno Pargana

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/13509/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/pdf
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Guidance on use of normative references in hENs
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 Normative references should be EN/ISO/IEC published 
standards

Exceptionally, other documents could be used but: 

 IR-3 applies

 Documents must be available for the assessment by 
consultant/EC

 Attention: EC requests that national standards are not used

 In case of doubt: coordinate with CCMC to clarify with HAS consultant/EC

2021-11-18Nuno Pargana
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Guidance on use of normative references in 
hENs

892021-11-18

 Normative references should be EN/ISO/IEC published 
standards

Example of HAS comment:

Nuno Pargana
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Guidance on use of normative references in 
hENs

902021-11-18

 In Clause 2 (homegrown) or Annex ZA avoid referring to “all 
parts” (series of standards)

HAS consultant comment:
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Conclusion

912021-11-18

 Reference document on normative references: IR-3
 Normative references: common reason for lack of 

compliance assessment or non-citation
 Default solution  dated normative references in 

Annex ZA of EN IEC harmonized standards
 Normative references: dated, active and published
 Flexibility in case the normative reference is not linked 

with clauses giving presumption of conformity

Nuno Pargana
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Useful information

Nuno Pargana
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IR-3 Clause 10: permitted references

932021-11-18

Basis: 

 documents published by CEN, CENELEC, ISO, IEC

 CEN and CENELEC standards reached at least the enquiry 
stage (30.99)

Other documents can be referred if:

 Recognized by TC as having wide acceptance 

 the agreement of the authors/publishers of the referenced 
document for its inclusion as a reference

 The document is available under commercial terms which are 
fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory

Nuno Pargana
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IR-3 Clause 10: not permitted references

942021-11-18

Documents to be avoided: 

 Referenced documents which are not publicly 
available

 EU legislation, their essential requirements and/ 
or elements of directives

 Referenced documents which are cited only 
informatively as bibliographic or background 
material

 CEN and CENELEC standards has not reached the 
enquiry stage (30.99) 

Nuno Pargana
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IR-3: undated normative references

952021-11-18

Undated references can be used if:

 only referring to a complete document
AND

 Possible to use all future changes of the 
referenced document for the purposes of the 
referring document

AND

 the reference will include all amendments to and 
revisions of the referenced document

Special 
attention to 

hEN!

Nuno Pargana
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IR-3: dated normative references

962021-10-18

Dated References
 Default solution
 Date when conditions for undated are not met
 Normative reference amended/revised?

 Review dated references
 Assess whether they should be updated or not

 When reference to a specific clause
 Normative dating happens within the text (not only in 

clause 2)
Nuno Pargana 2021-11-18
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www.cencenelec.eu 

Follow us: 

Tag us @standards4EU

Thank you!

Nuno Pargana

https://www.facebook.com/CENCENELEC
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=ripf&trkInfo=AQG9Chc7r0vP3QAAAWvVwrXg60fjhi1NoWsiDK8bwv7Cwydt_k70_pg3GazQC2MsGmB4hPVAS5LByy1I3ovJYYRGbg2T2H3Q3iNGtIA_b92Xj5-KC4JFUwvHl5c6xo_5bISXgpk=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https://www.linkedin.com/company/cen-and-cenelec
https://www.youtube.com/user/CENCENELEC/featured
https://twitter.com/standards4EU
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Jos REMY

CEN-CLC/BTWG 15 convenor
jos.remy@philips.com
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 Discussion between EU regulator and standardization 
on reasonably foreseeable misuse in EMF area

 Creation of TR by CLC/TC 106X
 Discussion in various BT groups:

 Need for wider alignment of terms across area´s (safety, 
EMC, EMF, environment, security, etc.)

 Applicable to all products
 Result: creation of CEN-CLC/BTWG 15

 CEN BT C050/2020
 CENELEC BT decision D165/C093

Use conditions - history

25 November 2021 100Jos REMY / LVD Webinar
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 Different terms used
 Standards are not aligned
 Regulations are not aligned

 Different interpretations of same/similar terms existed
 Increase of issues with regulators
 Different needs depending on sector
 CEN-CLC/BTWG 15 created at start of pandemic

Use conditions - problems

25 November 2021 101Jos REMY / LVD Webinar

=> Difficult to align
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 CEN-CLC/BTWG 15 held 11 webmeetings
 Working through drafts and commenting
 Created matrix of differences in regulations
 Resulted in guidance document on BOSS

 Common understandings rather than definitions
 Explanatory information for each use condition
 Graphical overview to show relations

Use conditions - progress

25 November 2021 102Jos REMY / LVD Webinar
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Use conditions - overview

25 November 2021 103

Uses / Use Conditions

Intended use

Misuse

Reasonably 
foreseeable 

misuse

Other misuse
Abuse

Outside target zone for
standards and regulations 2

Other
expected 

use

Reasonably Foreseeable Use 1

Target zone for standards and regulations

1 Depending on the area and the applicable regulation, reasonably foreseeable use conditions may or may not include reasonably foreseeable misuse. 
2 While abuse is in general outside the target zone for standards and regulations, it should be noted that some specific areas focus on this misuse, such as the area of security. 

Jos REMY / LVD Webinar
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 EC has final decision on citation in OJEU

 Stages for assessment
 First working draft / CD  Recommended!

 Enquiry / CDV  formal assessment

 Formal Vote / FDIS  formal assessment

 (Publication  exceptional, only if needed)

Conclusions:

106Ingrid Soetaert / CENELEC webinar on LVD topics 18 November 2021
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Verify your standards against the checklists 

107Ingrid Soetaert / CENELEC webinar on LVD topics 18 November 2021
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Safety first: Be very clear on which hazards are deemed 
‘relevant’ and which of them are addressed in the standard.

Normative references: dated normative references in Annex 
ZA of EN IEC harmonized standards
Normative references: dated, active and published

Use conditions in standards: BOSS guidance document

Ingrid Soetaert / CENELEC webinar on LVD topics 18 November 2021
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 Global standards before European common modifications

 Encourage introduction of changes at IEC

 Involve asap corresponding IEC convenor in the discussion of the 
comments from HAS Consultant

 Failing the IEC, consider to produce common modifications as 
interim solution 

International standards

109Ingrid Soetaert / CENELEC webinar on LVD topics 18 November 2021
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ASK YOUR PROJECT MANAGER

TB TO JOIN CEN-CLC/BTWG 143-1

Questions? Suggestions? Need help?

110Ingrid Soetaert / CENELEC webinar on LVD topics 18 November 2021
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 European Commission LVD Directive website, with links to the OJEU: 
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/low-
voltage-lvd_en

 Annex ZZ: https://boss.cenelec.eu/media/wf2hbujf/annexzz_lvd_e.doc

 Transmission notice: https://boss.cenelec.eu/media/CEN/formtemp/transmission_notice.doc

 Checklist items to be considered when drafting standards to be offered for citation in the OJEU: 
https://boss.cenelec.eu/media/BOSS%20CENELEC/formtemp/checklist_hens.docx

 CENELEC Guide 32 - Implementation example for TCs :
https://boss.cenelec.eu/media/bs0h2qaf/clc_guide32_implementation_example.pdf

 Basic elements for a common understanding of use conditions in standards :
https://boss.cenelec.eu/media/guidance_use-conditions-in-standards.pdf

Useful links

18 November 2021 111Ingrid Soetaert / CENELEC webinar on LVD topics

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/low-voltage-lvd_en
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www.cencenelec.eu 

Follow us: 

Tag us @standards4EU

Thank you for joining us today! 

Please send all your remaining questions to isoetaert@cencenelec.eu

https://www.facebook.com/CENCENELEC
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=ripf&trkInfo=AQG9Chc7r0vP3QAAAWvVwrXg60fjhi1NoWsiDK8bwv7Cwydt_k70_pg3GazQC2MsGmB4hPVAS5LByy1I3ovJYYRGbg2T2H3Q3iNGtIA_b92Xj5-KC4JFUwvHl5c6xo_5bISXgpk=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https://www.linkedin.com/company/cen-and-cenelec
https://www.youtube.com/user/CENCENELEC/featured
https://twitter.com/standards4EU
mailto:isoetaert@cencenelec.eu
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